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HUERTA'S "DEATH MAN" SEEKS
REFUGE IN UNITED STATES

Dr.
Urrutia.

Galveston, Texas. Dr. Aureliano
Urrutia, formerly minister of the in-

terior in the cabinet of Provisional
President Huerta of Mexico, with his
"wife and six children, have come to
Galveston. He has decided to make
it his home for an indefinte period.
Urrutia was Huerta's official death
warrant signer and is the most hated
man in Mexico.

THIS ONE OUGHT TO BE SIMPLE
Read this over slowly and pay close

attention to the time of each opera-
tion:
Just suppose twice sixty letters

Should be sent you every day,
Would you leave them to your bet-

ters?
Surely, you'd not run away!

Once again, suppose dictating
To two typists each reply

Took four minutes that's fair rat-
ing,

Though to beat it you might try
And suppose the typists rattled

These replies with all their power,
And, however hard they battled,

Could dash off but twelve an hour;
And the suppose the task of signing

And each neat sheet
Was I am, of course, opining
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A good thirty seconds' feat;
Now, how long, pray, would be

needed
Ere your task complete would be

If this thoughtful point you'd heeded:
Equal labor for all three?
When you get the answer it will

be nine hours. Try it.
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To exterminate ants from the
larder, wash the shelves, then dip a
small paint-brus-h in a little pure car-
bolic acid and smear along the edges
of the shelves and bottom of the door.
This will not leave an unpleasant
odor, and will drive the ants out.
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STUDENT-STATESMA- N IS NAMED

TO HEAD REBEL CABINET
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Luiz Cabrera.
Washington, D. C. One of the

brainiest Mexican diplomats in the
constitutionalist junta, which is de-

liberating here, has just been ap-
pointed Minister of Foreign Affairs in
the Carranza cabinet.

He is Luis Cabrera, long an enthu-
siastic supporter of the rebel cause.
The new minister will leave shortly
to join his chief in Mexico,


